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“Freeze" and “freeze deposits"同 Apreliminary report 
Tsunemasa Shiki * and Kazuhisa Suzuki * * 
The new term “freeze" can be defined as sudden stop of a moving system in an infinitedly 
short time without any change of the internal features such as structure and fabric of the sys-
tem. The movement may be of some high energy just before the stop instance.甲reezeof 
chaos" can be one of the most interest， ifit is in nature or mathematics. Freeze of sedimenta-
ry phenomena can be called as“sedimentary freeeze". 
“Freeze" in the strict sense， i.e.“ideal freeze"， can not be in nature.“Actual freezes"， how-
ever， can occur and provide sedimentary records of high energy events such as earthquakes 
and chaotic f10ws in geohistory. Ambiguous use of “freezing" may be convinient sometimes. 
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して使われている(たとえば， Collinson & 



























ーによって流動中の状態を， grain fabricや flow
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の発達 (B) .平行ラミナ (A). (Shiki and 
Yamazaki， 1996.) 
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